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Abstract: In this work, the fabrication of Porous Silicon Bragg reflector and vertical cavity 

on P
+
 silicon substrate is investigated for applications in spectroscopic sensing in the Mid 

Infra-Red wavelength range. The complex refractive index of porous silicon layers is 

measured. Optical vertical devices are then fabricated and characterized by FTIR 

spectrophotometer. This work demonstrates the use of electrochemically prepared Bragg 

reflectors with reflectance higher than 95% and vertical cavity based on Porous Silicon layers 

operating in the Mid-IR spectral region (up to 8 µm). Experimental reflectance spectra of the 

vertical cavity structures are recorded as a function of air exposure duration after thermal 

annealing under nitrogen flux (N2) and results demonstrate that these structures could be used 

for spectroscopic sensing applications in the Mid-IR field (2-8 µm) by grafting specific 

biomolecules on the porous silicon internal surface. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Highly sensitive optical integrated sensors have received great interest during these last years 

[1-9]. In particularly, the ability to rapidly detect, identify and monitor chemical or biological 

species is imperative for environmental monitoring, health monitoring and security 

applications. The detection of traces of (bio)-chemical molecules requires sample preparation 

procedures combined with sophisticated analytical tools which can detect, within an 

acceptable time, disease biomarkers, emerging pollutants, chemical warfare agents or toxic 

industrial chemicals with high sensitivity to really detect low concentrations with high 

selectivity not to be affected by other factors in the environment. The sensor should also have 

a fast response and recovery time whilst being portable, easy to operate and produce data that 

are easily interpreted. A range of optical, electrochemical, fluorescence, electrical and 

spectroscopic technologies have been developed for the detection of different kinds of 

chemical molecules [10]. Although useful information can be obtained and the technologies 

have progressed significantly, it is recognized that these methods are not adequate in terms of 

both spatial and temporal resolution. A major challenge is also the need to increase sensing 

sensitivity and detection reliability. 

In recent years, Infra-Red (IR) spectroscopy has been proven to be a simple, reliable, 

relatively fast and cost-efficient technique for analyzing complex samples and determining 

their composition. The sensor produces a spectrum which represents the molecular absorption 

or transmission, creating unique molecular fingerprint of the sample. It is used in several 

research and industrial areas, from quality control to forensic analysis [11-21]. The IR region 

of the electromagnetic spectrum can be divided into the near, mid and far IR regions. The 
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most common wavelength range for detection applications lies in the Mid Infrared (Mid-IR) 

region and particularly ranges between 2.5 μm and 15 μm (4000 - 670 cm
-1

). While current 

spectroscopic systems are based on bulk optical components, the resulting systems are large, 

expensive and not rugged. Photonic integrated circuits provide a route to small, low-cost and 

very rugged optical systems and could therefore be a game-changer for IR spectroscopic 

sensor systems. However, most integration technologies developed up to now are geared 

toward sub 2µm wavelength operation, which does not include the wavelength range of most 

interest for spectroscopic sensing, namely the mid-infrared.  

The ability to tailor Porous Silicon (PSi) refractive index and layer thickness by controlling 

porosity and anodization etching time [22-24] makes it especially attractive for optical 

applications. Optical multilayer devices such as Bragg reflectors or micro-cavities have 

already been implemented from PSi layers notably for Visible and Near Infra-Red (NIR) 

wavelength ranges [25-29]. Two constant current densities are used for the High Porosity 

(HP) and Low Porosity (LP) layers with low and high refractive indices (nHP and nLP) 

respectively for the fabrication of these optical devices. The etching times are adjusted to 

produce an optimized Bragg reflector or cavity with the resonant wavelength in the chosen 

spectral range.  

Moreover, PSi is also biocompatible material and the functionalization of its internal surface 

by grafting molecules to detect is interesting for surface detection due to its high specific 

surface that is very important and up to 800 m
2
/cm

3 
[21, 22].  

The implementation of a Mid-IR silicon photonics transducer with broad Mid-IR 

transparency (up to 8 µm by taking into account Si transparency) is a challenge that could 

find applications in spectroscopic sensing and environmental monitoring. This paper 

demonstrates the fabrication of vertical Porous Silicon multilayer structures on Si substrates 

and their potential in the Mid-IR wavelength range notably near the cut-off band of Si due to 

its absorption at 8 µm. That is why the fabrication of Bragg reflector and vertical cavity on P
+
 

silicon substrate is investigated for applications in spectroscopic sensing in the (Mid-IR) 

wavelength range 

 

2. Experimental conditions 

The PSi layers were obtained by electrochemical anodization of p-type doped (100)-

oriented silicon wafer (4-6 m.cm) at room temperature. The electrolyte was composed of 

HF(50%):ethanol: deionized water (2:2:1). The refractive indices and porosities of PSi single 

layers were studied by reflectometry in the near- and mid-infrared spectral ranges. Scanning 

electron miscroscopy (SEM) was used to obtain the thickness of PSi layers. The thickness of 

each porous layer was controlled by the anodization etching time. Current densities of 20 and 

90 mA/cm
2 

were used for the low porosity (LP) and high porosity (HP) respectively. . These 

current densities were chosen to obtain a high index contrast.  

The infrared reflectance spectra were measured by a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FTIR 

spectrophotometer from 1.5 µm to 15 µm with a resolution of 4 cm
-1

. The calibration is 

performed by a measurement using a gold mirror with a calibrated reflection equal to 97.5% 

between 1.5 and 25 µm. The calibration protocol of the spectrometer takes into account 

absorption from the environment in particular absorption fringe of CO2, water vapor and 

methane. From reflectance spectra, the complex refractive index of the fabricated single 

layers was deduced by fitting spectral fringes using the effective medium theory (Bruggeman 

model) [30, 31]. 

Some samples were annealed under N2 for 1 hour in order to desorb the specific surface of the 

porous layers and to remove the contaminants.  

From the refractive index and the anodization etching rate knowledge of the two studied PSi 

layers, the design of vertical optical devices was performed using the transfer matrix method 



in order to determine the best combination of parameters for Bragg reflectors and cavities 

(reflection bandwidth, resonance wavelength and maximum reflectance).  

 

3. Results and discussion 
 

The porosities and associated Mid-IR refractive indices have been determined from 

reflectivity measurements of two single PSi layers whose fabrication parameters, given above 

in the experimental part, correspond to those of the multilayer structures. From the 

thicknesses measured by scanning electron microscopy, porosities and then complex 

refractive indices were determined by the adjustment of the calculated reflectance spectra of 

each PSi layer with experimental ones using Bruggemann model [32-34]. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Experimental Mid-IR reflectance spectra of the PSi layer of high and low porosities 
and of the Si substrate. (b) Experimental and fitted reflectance spectra of the high porosity PSi 

layer 



The experimental reflectance spectra are shown in Figure 1 (a) for the two PSi single 

layers obtained with the current densities of 20 and 90 mA/cm
2
. The experimental fringes are 

well visible until 8 µm before the silicon absorption in the Mid-IR range. The adjustment of 

the experimental spectra was carried out for wavelengths ranging from 2 to 8 µm. A good fit 

between experimental and theoretical spectra was obtained as illustrated in Figure 1 (b). The 

complex refractive indices and the extinction coefficients for the two PSi porosities are 

reported in Figures 2 (a) and (b), respectively. 
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Fig. 2. 

Variation of (a) PSi refractive index and (b)  PSi extinction coefficient as a function of the 

wavelength for the high and low porosity layers.    

It should be noted that the extinction coefficient of porous layers is low in 1550 - 8000 nm 

spectral region as expected. The real refractive index contrast between the HP and LP films 

was found to be 0.88 at 1550 nm and 0.62 at 7 µm. The porosity values are respectively for 

the low and high porosities equal to 33 and 61 % and the extinction coefficient k is higher for 

the layer of lower porosity as indicated in Table 1 due to the contribution, of the Si absorption 

that is more important for this low porosity value. 



 

 

 

Table 1. Physical parameters of the lower and higher PSi layers 

Refractive index and 

extinction coef. @ 1550 nm  @ 7 µm 

Name of  

layer 
Value of 
porosity (%) n k  n k 

LP 33 ± 6 2.35 ± 0.05 0.035 ± 0.004  2.07 ± 0.05 0.027 ± 0.004 

HP 61 ± 4 1.47 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.002  1.45 ± 0.03 0.008 ± 0.002 

 

In order to avoid the need for thick films in the multilayers devoted to mid-IR applications, a 

large index contrast was targeted between the layers forming the pattern. These values are 

therefore very promising for targeted applications considering the low absorption of the PSi 

layers. 

 

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs (cross sections) of (a) monolayer of PSi, (b) Bragg reflector structure and (c,d)   vertical 

microcavity at some different scales.  

Some examples of SEM micrographs of single layers (Figure 3(a)) and prepared 

multilayered structures such as Bragg mirror (Figure 3(b)) or vertical cavity (Figures 3(c) and 

figure 3(d)) are presented in Figures 3. The columnar structure of the porous layers is well 

observable in Figures 3(a) and (d). This morphology is characteristic of mesoporous layers 

that are fabricated from P
+
 Si substrate [21, 22]. The interfaces between individual layers as 

well as the surfaces of the multilayered structures were found to be smooth without any defect 

during the fabrication of thin film stacks (Figures 3(b), (c) and (d)). 
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Fig. 4. Experimental reflectance spectra of (a) Bragg reflector and (b) vertical caviy structures. 

 

The achieved reflectivity is determined by the number of layer pairs N and by the 

refractive index contrast n between the layers. The Bragg reflector is characterized by its 

central wavelength 0 (at normal incidence) and by the reflection bandwidth  which is 

determined mainly by the index contrast. These two parameters are defined respectively by 

the relationships (1) and (2). 
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Where nHP(LP) and tHP(LP) are the refractive index and thickness of high (low) porosity 

layers. 

The thicknesses of pattern were fixed to obtain Bragg reflector and cavity structures centered 

at 6.5 µm. The experimental responses of the Bragg reflector is reported in Figure 4(a). The 

spectrum is centered close to 6560 nm. The experimental wavelength bandwidth is about 120 

nm and the maximal reflectance is around 97%. The experimental spectrum is in close 

agreement with the theoretical spectrum taking the absolute errors into account. The absolute 

errors of measured refractive index and thickness of layers are 0.005 and 50 nm respectively. 

 

This work demonstrates that it is possible to fabricate a Bragg reflector with good optical 

qualities in the Mid-IR range from P
+
 silicon substrates.  

With the same pattern, a vertical cavity was fabricated with a resonance wavelength equal 

to 6550 nm. The experimental reflectance spectrum of the cavity is illustrated in figure 
4(b). The resonance peak is close to the target value. Moreover, the reflectance value of 
the device of the bandwidth is as high as 97%.  

 
Another merit factor is the quality factor of the structure. In order to study this 

parameter, we can use the Fabry-Perot classical model [35]. The quality factor is given 
by the following relationship: 
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where n0 is the refractive index of the defect layer that separates the two Bragg mirrors 
(n0= 2.07), L its thickness 1.75 µm), 0 the expected resonant wavelength equal to 6560 
nm,  its absorption coefficient (2.3 cm-1) [36] and R the reflectance value equal to 
97%by assuming that the two Bragg mirrors are similar. 

 
For the elaborated microcavity, the theoretical quality factor is equal to 112 and 

from the experimental spectrum, the quality factor was estimated at around 60. 
However, we noted a degradation of the quality factor as a function of time when the sample 

was exposed to air as shown in figures 5 . After thermal annealing under N2 at 300 °C for one 

hour, the spectrum of initial experimental reflectance has been restored due to the desorption 

of the specific surface of the sample. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Evolution of the experimental reflectance spectra of the same microcavity structure as a function of 

exposure duration to air after annealing at 300°C of the structure under N2. (b) Evolution of the resonance 

wavelength of the same microcavity structure as a function of exposure duration to air after annealing of the structure 
under N2. 

Several experimental reflectance spectra were recorded as a function of exposure duration 

to air after thermal annealing at 300°C under N2. These spectra are reported in Figure 5 (a). 

We note a degradation of the cavity quality factor that is all the greater the longer the 

exposure of the micro-cavity to the ambient air. After a new heat treatment under N2 of the 

cavity exposed to air for 30 minutes, the quality factor is again improved. 

This quality factor reduction is better illustrated in Figure 5 (b) by showing the spectra 

near the resonance wavelength to emphasize the resonance FWHM and reflectance value 

increase.  

The degradation of the quality factor is due to the adsorption on PSi internal surface of 

molecules contained in the ambient air. Indeed, molecules such as water vapor or methane 

have absorption lines in the studied wavelength range, around of 6550 nm. 

 

 A red shift is noted for the resonance peak and the width of the peak increases strongly 

due to the molecule adsorption with air exposure time. The initial reflectance is almost 

obtained after a new annealing under N2 of the 30 minutes – air exposed cavity (green curve 

in figure 5 (b)). The difference between the two spectra (just annealing and new annealing 

after 30 minutes exposure) is due to the difference time between the FTIR measurement and 

the sample exit from the oven. Reflectance spectrum overlaps absorption bands of air 



molecules and their detection is enhanced by the cavity [26-29]. So by a specific 

functionalization of porous silicon [24], these vertical optical structures could be used as 

transducers to detect low concentrations of target molecules by choosing the good resonance 

wavelength, in the Mid-IR range, and relative to its absorption band. However, such 

microcavities should be encapsulated in a neutral atmosphere so that a microfluidic system 

only interacts with a fluid containing molecules to be detected. 

4. Conclusions 
 

In conclusion, vertical multilayer stackings based on PSi layers were fabricated for Mid-

IR wavelength range. From the experimental reflectance spectra of PSi thick layers, real and 

imaginary parts of the refractive index of these films of different porosities were obtained in 

the Mid-IR wavelength range. Bragg mirror and vertical cavity were then fabricated for 

notably near the cut-off band of Si due to its absorption at 8 µm. Multilayer structures based 

on PSi layers made from P
+
 Si substrates were then implemented. Maximal reflectance 

around 95% and a quality factor equal to 50 were obtained respectively for Bragg mirror and 

vertical microcavity. These optical devices could be used as highly sensitive transducers 

thanks to the PSi layers opened pores and wide internal surfaces. The first results obtained 

from these PSi multilayer structures can now serve as functionalized transducers by grafting 

biomolecules to develop spectroscopic sensing applications in the Mid-IR field (2-8 µm). 
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